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Abstract
We report on coherent and dissipative coupling between amagnonmode and an anti-resonance of
transmission in a cylindricalmicrowave cavity. By effectively suppressing coherent coupling, we
observe the hybridized dispersion to change from level repulsion to level attraction. A careful
examination reveals distinct differences in the line shape and phase evolution of transmission spectra
between these coupling behaviors. For a quantitative understanding of the interactions between the
magnonmode and the cavity anti-resonance, we develop amodel which precisely describes our
experimental observations, particularly, the signature in the line shape and phase of themicrowave
transmission. Ourwork sets a foundation for understanding strong coupling betweenmagnonmodes
and cavity anti-resonances. In addition, it also confirms the ubiquity of level attraction in coupled
magnon-photon systems, whichmay be helpful to develop futuremagnon-based hybrid quantum
systems.

1. Introduction

During the last several decades, hybrid systems composed of two ormore distinct components, ranging from
photons, atoms, ions and spins tomesoscopic superconducting and nanomechanical devices, have been
extensively studied for building future quantum technologies [1–3]. Through strong coupling interactions, such
hybridized systems could combine the individual advantages of each component and build novel devices with
multitasking capabilities. Although the coupling strength between a single spin and amicrowave photon is very
weak, stronger coupling can be achieved by the use of collective excitations (also called asmagnons) in
ferrimagneticmaterials such as yttrium iron garnet (YIG, Y3Fe5O12) [4–9]. Various interesting phenomena,
including themanipulation of spin current [10, 11], themagnon quintuplet state [12], the exceptional point [13]
and the bistability of cavitymagnon polaritons [14] have been demonstrated in strongly coupledmagnon-
photon systems. In addition to the fundamental uniformmode, coupling between photons and higher order
non-uniformmodes has also been studied, with coupling strength depending on the overlap between the
magnon and caitymodes [15, 16]. Formultiple YIG samples coupled to amicrowave cavitymode [17, 18],
magnon darkmodes have been observed, showing away to couple distantmagnetic systems. Currently,
magnon-based hybrid systems have become a highly versatile platform for studying the coherent interactions
between collective spin exciations andmicrowave photons, superconducting qubits [19], optical photons
[20–22] and phonons [23, 24].

Experimentally, people often avoid placingmagnetic samples at rfmagnetic (h-)field nodes of a cavitymode,
as here coherentmagnon-photon coupling vanishes. However, dissipative coupling could dominate near this
condition, where the cavity Lenz effect produces amicrowave current that impedes themagnetization dynamics
[25]. Instead of level repulsionwithmode anticrossing seen in coherently coupledmagnon-photon systems,
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dissipative coupled systems exhibit level attractionwith a coalescence of hybridizedmagnon-photonmodes
[25–27]. Alternatively, Grigoryan andXia have proposed an approach to explore level attraction [28] in hybrid
magnon-photon systems, bymodulating the relative phase [29] between coherentmicrowaves, and very recently
Boventer et al [30] reported level attraction in these systems. Due to its potential applications in topological
energy transfer, quantum sensing, and nonreciprocal photon transmission, level attraction has been of great
interest in studies of other systems, such as in Bose–Einstein condensated quantum systems [31, 32], microcavity
polariton systems [33] and cavity optomechanical systems [34–36].

The previouswork [25], has reported thefirst discovery of level attraction in the coupled cavitymagnon system
and studied its physical origin.However, it still left a few important questions open. Firstly, the experiment of [25]
was performedbyusing a special 1DFabry–Perot-like cavity,which consists of aKu-band circularwaveguidewith
twocircular-rectangular transitions. Considering the promising applications of level attraction, it is of high interest
to studywhether level attractionmayubiquitously exist in other cavity systems.Additionally, thepreviouswork
[25]has studied thedispersion and lineshapeof level attraction, but left the phase characteristics unclear.
Understanding the phase relationship in level attraction is very important because it provides a new angle to
observe level attraction andmay offer us an intuitive evidence to distinguish it from level repulsion.

In this paper, we report on the experimental realization of level attraction betweenmagnonmodes and
microwave anti-resonances in a conventional cylindrical cavity.We confirm that the effect of level attraction is
ubiquitous in hybridizedmagnon-photon systems and that coherent couplingmust be effectively suppressed in
order to observe it. As a result of competition between dissipative and coherent coupling, the coalescence of the
hybridized dispersions, a signature of dissipative coupling, is not always clearly observed in experiments. After a
careful examination of the phase evolution in hybridizedmagnon-photon systems, we provide unambiguous
evidence of level attraction through the phase information of themagnon-likemode.

In the following sections, wefirst develop a transmission theory to explain anti-resonance as well as the
coupling effects between cavity anti-resonance andmagnonmodes. Then experimental observations in both the
level repulsion and level attraction cases are quantitatively compared to theoretical calculations in regards to the
dispersion, line shape and phase of themicrowave transmission.

2. Theoreticalmodel

For a quantitative understanding of the anti-resonance in amicrowave cavity aswell as the strong interaction
between a cavity anti-resonance and themagnonmode, we first deduce the transmission spectrumof the bare
cavity based on the input–output theory [37–40]. Then, by considering the competition between the coherent
and dissipativemagnon-photon couplings, the transmission spectrumof the coupled anti-resonance and
magnon systemwas obtained, whichwe comparewith our experiment data.

2.1. The physics of an anti-resonance
In contrast to a resonance, themost important signature of an anti-resonance is aπ phase jump accompanied by
a pronounced lowmagnitude in transmission. Similar to resonances, anti-resonances widely exist in nearly all
kinds of dynamic systems frommechanical oscillators [41, 42] to electrodynamic [43–47] and quantum systems
[48–51]. Generally, the anti-resonance arises fromdestructive interference between the excitation and response
of the system,which is different from the constructive interference during resonance. Both resonance and anti-
resonance characterize specific response of a system to external driving.

To illustrate the nature of anti-resonance, we begin by analyzing the response of a coupled system consisting
of twomechanical oscillators. The destructive interference behavior, whichwe highlight below, also governs the
physics of a hybrid anti-resonance that is demonstrated inmagnon-photon coupled systems [43]. As shown in
thefigure 1(a), the alternating force is directly applied on the first oscillator, and indirectly affects the second
oscillator through the coupling spring between these two oscillators. Two eigenmodes exist in this coupled
system, at which the oscillating amplitudes of the system reach themaximum, shown as the two peaks in
figure 1(b). Correspondingly, both of their phases change from0 toπ (figure 1(c)). For eachmode, the first
oscillator keeps in phasewith the excitation at low frequency, but becomes out of phase above themode
frequency. Besides these two resonances in this coupled system, an anti-resonance occurs at the uncoupled
frequency of the second oscillator (see appendix A formathematic details), which exhibits as a sharp dip between
two resonant peaks in the response spectrum (figure 1(b)) and a rapid phase decrease fromπ to 0 in the phase
spectrum (figure 1(c)). At this frequency, the excitation on the first oscillator destructively interferes with the
back action from the second oscillator. Therefore, the first oscillator nearly keeps stationary at this frequency,
which indicates themechanical impedance of thefirst oscillator reaches themaximumat the anti-resonance. On
the contrary, the second oscillator can still oscillate, even though its response is relatively small. Bymeans of this
unique property, anti-resonance is usually used to characterize the subsystem in a coupled system.
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Inmicrowave engineering, the parallel RLC circuit (figure 1(d)) is sometimes also referred as the anti-
resonance [45]. The impedance of the parallel circuit reaches themaximumat its resonant frequency, and
therefore the incident signal is blocked by the circuit (see appendix B). As shown in thefigures 1(e) and (f), the
amplitude of transmission spectrum S21 reaches theminimumat the anti-resonant frequencywith its phase
sharply decreasing fromπ/2 to−π/2.Obviously, the parallel RLC circuit shows the similar properties with the
anti-resonance in the coupled systemboth from their dynamic amplitudes and phases.

In addition, another kind of anti-resonances which exist in themulti-mode system can be derived from the
destructive interference of consecutivemodes such as in themechanical structures [42]. Here, at a certain
frequency between the frequencies of the two uncoupled resonances, the response of the first resonance cancels
the response of the second resonance, causing aminimum response with respect to the driving force.

2.2. Input–output formalism for a cavity anti-resonance
Phenomenologically, anti-resonance in the transmission spectrumof a givenmicrowave cavity can be treated as
an equivalent parallel RLC circuit [45], which effectively blocks the incident signal at the resonant frequency due
to its high impedance [45, 46]. For cavity resonance in the transmission spectrum, closed boundaries defined by
discontinuous interfaces, such as themetallic walls of cavity, determine the resonant behavior. In this condition,
input/output ports are perturbations of cavity resonance.However, for cavity anti-resonance in the

Figure 1. (a) Schematic picture of the anti-resonance existing in the coupledmechanical oscillator system. (b) and (c)The response
and corresponding phase of thefirst oscillator which connects with the external excitation. (d) Schematic picture of the parallel RLC
circuit with two ports, which can be viewed as the anti-resonance inmicrowave engineering. (e) and (f)The transmission spectrum
and corresponding phase of this parallel RLC circuit.
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transmission spectrum, the boundary conditions of the cavity become partially open, due to the connection
between the inside and outside of the cavity via the input/output ports.

Considering the similarity between resonance and anti-resonance, for the purpose of calculating the
transmission spectrum, we can use the sameHamiltonian tomodel the cavity photon state for both of them as:

H a a. 1A Aw= ( )†

Here, a† (a) represents the creation (annihilation) operator of the cavity photon, andωA is themode frequency.
By connecting the cavity to the external photon bath, the equation ofmotion for the cavity photon in a
Heisenberg representation can bewritten as:

a

t
a H p a

d

d

i
, . 2A 1,in

k k= - + -[ ] ( )

Here, p1,in is the operator of inputfield from the port 1, andκ is the coupling strength between the external
photon bath and cavity photon. Because of this coupling, additional port losses of cavity photon are generated,
which are characterized by the last term in the equation.

For a double-sided cavity, the outputfield from the port 2 depends on the specific properties of the cavity
photon state. A cavity resonance opens a transmission channel between the inputfield p1,iná ñand the output
field p2,outá ñ, so that the transmission reaches themaximumat this frequency. Off the resonance, the high
impedance of cavity blocks the channel, and results in the decrease of transmission. This dynamic property can
bewell described by p a2,out k= , and the resulting transmission coefficient is expressed as S21 w =( )

a p1,ink á ñ á ñ. For a cavity anti-resonance, in contrast, the transmission channel is blocked at the anti-resonant
frequency due to the high impedance of cavity. Therefore, the transmission spectrum reaches theminimal value.
Off the anti-resonance, the decrease of cavity impedance allows the input field p1,iná ñdirectly connecting with
the outputfield p2,outá ñ, and results in the increase of transmission.We adopt the input–output relation
p p a2,out 1,in k= - to describe the dynamic property of anti-resonance, and the transmission spectrum

derived from this relation is S a p121 1,inw k= - á ñ á ñ( ) . Solving equation (2) and substituting the result into
the transmission expression of the anti-resonance, we obtain:

S 1
i

. 3
A A

21 w
k

w w k bw
= +

- - +
( )

( ) ( )
( )

The parameterβ is the cavity intrinsic damping rate. For other cases of anti-resonance inmulti-resonance
systems discussed in section 2.1, a similar transmission function can be deduced using the appropriate
approximations. Note that usuallyκ>βωA due to the high impedance nature of the cavity anti-resonance, but
the large extrinsic damping rateκ does not change the sharp phase transition feature (as shown infigure 1) that is
determined by the intrinsic damping parameterβ. Hence, the cavity anti-resonancemay be used for studying
light–matter interactions in open quantum systems characterized by a low intrinsic but a large extrinsic
damping.

In the emerging field of cavity spintronics, strong coupling between cavity resonances andmagnonmodes
have been extensively studied [4–10, 14, 15, 17, 18, 20, 24]. In the following, we present the theoretical and
experimental study of strong coupling between a cavity anti-resonance and amagnonmode.

2.3. A generalmodel of level attraction and level repulsion formagnons coupledwith a cavity anti-
resonance
By placing aYIG sphere in the cavity, strong interactions between cavity photons andmagnons can produce not
only level repulsion, but also level attraction.According to thedetailed discussion in [25], the coupling features in a
coupled cavitymagnon systemare determinedby three different electrodynamic principles, i.e. Ampère’s Law (KA

term), Faraday’s Law (KF term) andLenz’s Law (KL term). Specifically, the inductive current of the cavity circuit
produces an rf-field (Ampère’s Law), which drives spinprecession in themagnon system.Because themagnetic
fluxof the cavity is alteredby the spinprecession, an additional current is generated in the cavity circuit (Faraday’s
Law). Usually, these twoeffects dominate, leading to coherent coupling in the cavitymagnon system.However,
when theYIG sphere is placed at an h-fieldnode of the cavitymode, the coherent coupling vanishes and the cavity
Lenz effect becomes dominant.As a result, the current induced by the spin precession in the cavity circuitwill
produce another rf h-field,which applies a drag torque to the spin and impedes the spin precession.Depending on
the relativemagnitudes of the drive torque anddrag torque on the spin, the coupling effect in the cavitymagnon
systemcouldbe either coherent ordissipative. In the presence of both coherent anddissipative coupling, the
coupling interaction can be generalized by an equivalent non-HermitianHamiltonian as

H a a b b g a b abe . 4A r
i  w w= + + + F( ) ( )† † † †
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Here, b† (b) represents the creation (annihilation) operator of themagnonmode andωr is the frequency of the
magnonmode. The coupling phaseΦ describes the competing coherent and dissipative couplings:Φ=0 for
level repulsion andΦ=π for level attraction [25].

Taking into account of the intrinsic damping rateα andβ for themagnon and cavity anti-resonance,
respectively, the equation ofmotion for this coupled system isolatedwith the photon bath in theHeisenberg
representation can be derived from equation (4), which has the following form:

t

a
b

g

g

a
b

d

d
i

i

e i
. 5

A A

r r
i

w bw
w aw

= -
-

-F
⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥ ( )

The real parts of the couplingmatrix’s eigenvalues are the eigen-frequencies of hybridizedmodes in the coupled
system expressed as:

g
1

2
4e . 6r A r A

2 i 2w w w w w= +  - +
F[ ( ) ] ( )

Using input–output theory for the anti-resonance, we can further obtain the transmission spectrumof the
magnon-antiresonance coupled system as:

S 1
i

. 7
A A

g
21

e

i r r

2 i
w

k

w w k bw
= +

- - + +
w w aw- -

F( )
( ) ( )

( )
( )

Here, the coupling term is determined by g K K Ke2 i
F A Lµ -F ( ), whereKF,KA andKL are real numbers [25]. If

the driven torque resulting fromAmpère’s Law is dominant, we haveKA>KL, and henceΦ=0which
indicates the coherent coupling is dominant. Otherwise, the drag torque resulting fromLenz’s Lawbecomes
dominant, wherewe haveKA<KL, and henceΦ=πwhichmeans the dissipative coupling becomes dominant.
By setting eitherΦ=0 orΦ=π, this equation canwell describe the observed transmission spectra for either
level repulsion or level attraction, respectively.

3. Experiment results and discussion

The experiments were performed by inserting a YIG sphere (1 mmdiameter) into a cylindricalmicrowave
cavity. This cavity is amulti-mode systemwith both resonances and anti-resonances, and ismade of oxygen free
copperwith an inner diameter of 25 mm.Tomake itsmode frequencies tunable, the top of cavity isfixedwith a
screw, and the height of cavity can be tuned continuously from19 to 44 mm, as shown infigure 2(a). Four ports
close to the bottom are available to configure the transmissionmeasurement using a vector network analyzer.
Unless other specified, the two-port scattering parameters weremeasured at a parallel-port configuration.

3.1. Anti-resonance characterization in amicrowave cavity
Figure 2(b)maps themeasured transmission spectrumof the empty cavity at different heights. Besides the cavity
modes (blue color), we have also observed several anti-resonances (red color) occurring at some height ranges.
Black dashed lines and solid lines indicate the simulated frequencies of resonances and anti-resonances by
Computer Simulation TechnologyMicrowave studio (CSTMWS), whichwell reproduce experimental
observations. A typical transmission spectrum at the height of 35 mm is shown as the solid line infigure 2(c).
Resonant peaks in this spectrum indicate the traditional cavitymodeswhich have been labeled as TE or TM
modes according to theirmode profiles. In addition, three sharp dips corresponding to anti-resonances occur at
12.52 GHz, 13.59 GHz and 14.62 GHz, respectively.

Through theCST simulation, we also found that unlike for resonances, the frequency of anti-resonance is
very sensitive to the port positions. To verify this effect, we performed another experimentmeasuring the S21
spectrum at a perpendicular-port configuration and the result at a height of 35 mm is shown as the red dashed
line infigure 2(c). It is clear to see that in both configurations the resonance frequencies are uncharged; however,
anti-resonances show a significant difference. Those three anti-resonances observed in a parallel-port
configuration disappear, and two new anti-resonances appear at 9.84 and 10.52 GHzwith ports vertical. This
observation indicates the different origins of the resonance and anti-resonance in this cylindrical cavity. The
constructive interference of resonance is caused by themetallic walls of the cavity, and is not sensitive to the port
position, and itsmaximum transmission amplitude is determined by the energy exchange rate (transmittance)
between the cavity and photon bath. In contrast, the destructive interference of anti-resonance is very sensitive
to the distance between the two ports and itsminimum transmission amplitude is determined by the reflectivity.

In the following experiment, we select the anti-resonance at 13.59 GHz to demonstrate the coupling effects
between an anti-resonance andmagnon system, because it has sufficient separation fromothermodes.
Figures 2(d) and (e) show the amplitude of the S-parameter and the phase of S21 around the anti-resonant
frequency, respectively. The purple circles infigure 2(d) represent the reflection S11 of the anti-resonance, which
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Figure 2. (a) Schematic picture of the tunable cylindrical cavity. AnYIG sphere is placed in the cavity to produce the coupling effects
between the cavity anti-resonance andmagnon system. (b)The transmission spectra of the cylindrical cavitymeasured at different
heights. Resonances and anti-resonances of the cylindrical cavity are represented as blue and red colors, respectively. Both of them
vary as a function of the cavity height. The dashed lines and solid lines are the simulated frequencies of resonance and anti-resonance,
respectively. (c)Two typical spectra of the cylindrical cavitymeasured at a height of 35 mmwith two parallel (solid line) or vertical
(dashed line) ports. Besides the resonances labeled as TE or TMmodes in thefigure, several anti-resonances can be observed in the
spectrum. (d) and (e)A zoomed-in viewof the amplitude and phase evolution of the anti-resonance at 13.59 GHz. The purple and
green circles in (d) represent the reflection S11∣ ∣ and transmission S21∣ ∣, respectively. The yellow circles in (e) represent themeasured
phase evolution of anti-resonance. The red solid lines are theCST simulation results, and black dashed lines are the calculated results
using equation (3).
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is close to unity as expected and hence results in a largeκ. From the transmission (S21), cavity anti-resonance is
defined as theminimal transmission, which can be resolved on a dB scale andwell fitted by equation (3) (black
dashed lines). The coupling strengthκ/2π and intrinsic damping factor of the cavity photonβ are deduced to be
14.99 GHz and 2.96×10−4, respectively. Note that due to the nature of the cavity anti-resonance,κ/2π is far
larger than the intrinsic dampingβωA. In addition, simulation results are also plotted, which canwell reproduce
the amplitude and phase changes.

3.2.Dispersion of level attraction and level repulsion
After characterizing the spectrumof anti-resonances in this standard cylindrical cavity, we have designed an
experiment to study the coupling effects between the anti-resonance andmagnon system. Before performing the
coupling experiment, the three-dimensionalmode profile of the anti-resonance at 13.59 GHzwas simulated,
andfigure 3(a) shows the strength of the rf h-field over three cross-sections. Among them, the x–y view shows a
cross section of the rf h-field distribution at 28 mmabove the bottomof the cavity, which exhibits a highly spatial
symmetrywith four nodes along x, y,−x and−y. In the coupling experiment, a 1 mmYIG sphere was placed in
this cross section.Markers A andB labeled infigure 3(a) show two positions of the YIG sphere in the cavity. The
externalmagnetic fieldH is applied along the x direction. The other two cross-sections correspond to the x–z
plane at y=0 and the y–z plane at x=0, respectively. All of them clearly indicate that the rfmagnetic field at
positionA is veryweak, which is required in order to observe level attraction in coupled photon-magnon
systems [25].

Wefirst placed the YIG sphere at positionA, where the drag torque due to the cavity Lenz’ Law ismore
dominant than the driven torque resulting fromAmpère’s Law, i.e.KL>KA. Therefore, the coupling effects
between the cavity anti-resonance and themagnonmode is dissipative, which tends to impedemagnetization
dynamics. As expected, level attractionwas observed, as seen infigure 3(b), where thewhite and black dashed
lines represent the uncoupledmagnonmode and the cavity anti-resonance at different external fields. The
magnonmode follows the dispersionωr=γ(H+HA), where γ=2π×25.3μ0 GHz/T, H 14.8A0m = mT is
themagnetocrystalline anisotropy field, and the damping factorα of themagnonmode is 1.2×10−4. The
coupling between the cavity anti-resonance andmagnonmode leads to two hybridizedmodes. Both of them
appear as hybridized anti-resonances in spectra, andwewill explain them in detail in section 3.3 by studying
their phase spectra.

Besides themapping of transmission spectra for level attraction (figure 3(b)), amapping of normalized
derivatives of transmission phasewith respect to the frequency (dP21/dω) has also been plotted infigure 3(d),
which can offer us another intuitive picture to understand level attraction in the coupled cavity anti-resonance
andmagnon system. dP21/dω is proportional to the reciprocal of photon group velocity in the system.
Therefore, red and blue colors in themapping can equivalently indicate the decrease or enhancement of group
velocities for differentmodes. It is clear to see that two hybridizedmodes with red colors graduallymergewith
each other. Green dashed lines are the calculated dispersions of these two hybridizedmodes using equation (6)
with g/2π=21.4 MHz andΦ=π. In addition, themagnon-photon coupling also produces a resonance at the
uncoupledmagnonmode frequency, similar to the physics of the coupled oscillatormodel discussed in the
section 2.1, where the coupling of two resonances produces an anti-resonance at the uncoupled frequency of the
second oscillator. Here, the coupling of two anti-resonances produces a resonance due to the destructive
interference effect, which enhances the photon group velocity (blue color). Indeed, it well follows the frequency
of the uncoupledmagnonmode (yellow dashed line).

In contrast, when the YIG sphere is placed at position B, the driven torque becomes dominant. In this case,
the anti-resonance and themagnonmode are coherently coupled. Twouncoupledmodes (the black andwhite
dashed lines infigure 3(c)) hybridizewith each other and shift towards opposite directions in the frequency
domain. The normalized derivatives of transmission phasewith respect to the frequency (dP21/dω)have been
plotted infigure 3(e), which clearly indicate the frequencies of two hybridizedmodes in the coupled cavity anti-
resonance andmagnon system (red color). Using g/2π=59MHz andΦ=0, the calculation result (green
dashed lines) of equation (6)well reproduces the frequencies of two hybridizedmodes. Again, as described by
the coupled oscillatormodel, an additional resonance appears at the uncoupledmagnon frequency in this level
repulsion case (blue color). The striking contrast between figures 3(b), (d) and 3(c), (e) clearly reveals the
distinguished coupling features between level attraction and level repulsion.

3.3. Line shape andphase evolution of transmission spectra
To study the line shape evolution of the transmission spectra in the strongly coupled range, five pairs of typical
spectra selected from figures 3(b) and (c) (indicated by the arrows)were plotted infigures 4(a) and (b). Each
spectrumof either the level attraction or the level repulsion contains two dips and one peak. For these two dips,
one is the cavity-photon-like hybridizedmode and the other is themagnon-like hybridizedmode. At the
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frequency of uncoupledmagnonmode, a resonant peak occurs from the coupling effect. Because of the
superposition of themagnon-like hybridizedmode and the resonant peak, the line shape of transmission near
themagnon-like hybridizedmode is in general anti-symmetric5. As shown infigure 3(d), interestingly, the
dispersion of resonant peak occurs at outside of the two hybridizedmodes. However, in the level repulsion case,
the resonant peak occurs between them (figure 3(e)). The different sequences of anti-resonant dips and the
resonant peak in the frequency domain result in different polarities of the transmission line shape near the

Figure 3. (a)The rf field distribution of the anti-resonance occurring at 13.59 GHz from three different views. The red and blue colors
in thefigure representmaximumandminimum field intensities, respectively. Note thefield distribution in the x–y sectionwhich is
28 mmabove frombottomof the cavity and exhibits high spatial symmetry. The relative positions of the YIG sphere in the rf field have
been labeled as A andB. (b) and (c) Level attraction and level repulsion between the anti-resonance and themagnonmode are
observed, when the YIG spherewas put at positionA and position B, respectively. Thewhite and black dashed lines in bothfigures
represent the uncoupledmagnonmode and anti-resonance at different externalfields. (d) and (e)The normalized derivatives of the
transmission phasewith respect to the frequency ( Pd d21 w) are plotted as a function of the external field for level attraction and level
repulsion, respectively. Green dashed lines in both figures indicate the calculated dispersions of hybridizedmodes (possessing anti-
resonant features) for these two cases using equation (6). The blue color in bothmappings indicates resonance arising from the
coupling effects between the anti-resonance andmagnonmode. The yellowdashed lines in bothfigures indicate the calculated
dispersions of the resonances.

5
The anti-symmetric line shape of themagnon-likemode can be clearly observed via the decibel scale.
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magnon-like hybridizedmode. Fromfigures 4(a) and (b)we see that (1) the polarity of the asymmetry changes as
it passes through the cavitymode frequencyωA; and (2) the polarity of the line shape is opposite between the case
of level attraction and level repulsion. To qualitatively explain this striking observation, we use the fact that

Ak bw to simplify the equation (7) and obtain

S g
1

i e
i

. 8A A
r r

r r
21

2 i
2 2 2

w
k

w w bw
w w aw

w w a w
- + +

- +
- +

F
⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥( ) ( ) ( )

( )
( )

The resonant feature is caused by the third term in the bracket, which includes both the symmetric and anti-
symmetric line shapes [29]. The calculated result, by using either equation (7) or (8), shows that (1) the polarity

Figure 4. (a) Individual transmission spectra (dots) selected fromfigure 3 (indicated by arrows) are shown for level attraction (a) and
level repulsion (b). Red solid lines in both figures are the calculation results using equation (7). Correspondingly, the phase of the
transmission spectra shown in (a) and (b) have been plotted in (c) and (d). Dots and solid lines represent the experiment data and
calculation results, respectively. Black dashed lines in bothfigures indicate 0° for each phase curve using equation (7).
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of the asymmetry changes with the sign ofωA−ω for bothΦ=0 andΦ=π and (2) the polarity of thewhole
line shape reverses betweenΦ= 0 andΦ=π. Physically, in thefirst case, the induced field of cavity with respect
to the excitation hasπ phase shift with respect to the cavity anti-resonance. Consequently, themagnonmode
driven by this inducedfield hasπ phase difference between these two conditions ofω<ωA andω>ωA. As for
the second case, depending onwhether the interaction from the cavity anti-resonance to themagnonmode is
the driven torque or drag torque, aπ phase difference of themagnonmodewould also be induced between these
two situations. In both cases, theπ phase difference can result in the polarity reverse of line shape near the
magnon-like hybridizedmode in the spectra. As shown infigures 4(a) and (b), the agreement between
experimental line shape (symbols) and the calculation (solid lines) is excellent.

Correspondingly, the phase change in thesefive pairs of spectra has also been plotted for comparison, as
shown infigures 4(c) and (d). Near the condition ofω=ωA=ωr, a single 2π-phase jump appears for level
attraction, while for level repulsion twoπ-phase drops, corresponding to two hybridized anti-resonancemodes,
can be observed alongwith an additional oppositeπ-phase jump between them. At the condition ofωr<ωA, the
cascaded phase of the resonant peak and themagnon-like hybridizedmodemerge as a peak lying on the top of
the phase background (∼π/2) for level attraction and a dip for level repulsion. In contrast, at the condition of
ωr>ωA, the cascaded phase of themagnon-like hybridizedmode and the resonant peakmerge as a dip lying on
the bottomof the phase background (∼−π/2) for level attraction and a peak for level repulsion.

These features can be intuitively understood by considering the relative sequences of anti-resonant dips and
resonant peak at different external field, shown infigures 3(d) and (e). In the case of level attraction for instance,
at the condition ofωr<ωA, the frequency of resonant peak is lower than themagnon-like anti-resonance. Aswe
havementioned in section 2.1, resonance corresponds to aπ phase increase, while anti-resonance corresponds
to aπ phase decrease. Therefore, the cascade phase near themagnon-like hybridizedmode increases first, and
then decreases. Consequently, a peak occurs on the top of the phase background. Similarly, we can easily explain
the phase behavior near themagnon-like hybridizedmode at the condition ofωr>ωA. Specially, the 2πphase
drop in the level attraction case at the condition ofωr=ωA can be explained by the coalescence of two
hybridized anti-resonancemodes.

As shown infigures 4(c) and (d), the experimental line shape (symbols) and the calculation (solid lines) is in
excellent agreement without any adjusting parameters. Even though themagnitude and phase spectra of the
microwave transmission exhibit contrasting characteristics between level attraction and level repulsion, all of
them can bewell reproduced using either equation (7) or (8). This confirms the validity of ourmodel for
analyzing andfitting the transmission spectra for both coherent and dissipative coupledmagnon-photon
systems.

3.4. Consecutive transition from level repulsion to level attraction
To further reveal the tunability of the coupling effects in the cylindrical cavity, another experiment has been
designed to observe the transition from level repulsion to level attraction. The experiment set-up is shown as the
insert offigure 5(a), where the simulated rf h-field distribution clearly shows a four-fold symmetry. Therefore,
by rotating the YIG spherewithin the cavity a distance of 6 mm from the outer edge, the relative impact of
Ampère’s Law and Lenz’s Law can bemanipulated continuously. As a result, the coupling strength g as a function
of the angular position θ for the YIG sphere should reflect such a symmetry.

Setting θ=45° (or an oddmultiple of 45°) at an rf h-field anti-node, level repulsion occurs as shown in
figure 5(b). Byfitting the dispersion (dashed lines) according to equation (6), the deduced coupling strength is g/
2π=32MHz. Rotating to θ=90° (or an integermultiple 90°), at an rf h-field node, level attraction appears in
figure 5(c)with a coupling strength of g/2π=16MHz.

The determined coupling strength g as a function of the angular position θ of the YIG sphere is summarized
infigure 5(a) using the solid circles for level attraction and open circles for level repulsion. The dotted line
follows a simple sin 2q∣ ( )∣ relation according to the linear dependence of the coherent coupling strength on the
local h-field strength of themode profile. It is clearly seen that this simplemodel cannot fully explain our
experimental results because level attraction is beyond thismodel. Infigure 5(a)we canfind two distinct
coupling regions: the level attraction region for θnear integermultiples of 90° (over a range of about±6°) and
level repulsion for θ near oddmultiples of 45° (over a range of about±39°). Experiments also indicate that the
range of level attraction expandswhen the YIG is placed closer to the center of the circle. All these features are
consistent with the results discussed based on the classical picture in [25], confirming that two competing
magnon-photon coupling effects coexist in general experimental conditions. Only byminimizing the coherent
coupling caused by the h-field torque, the dissipativemagnon-photon couplingwould reveal, allowing the
observation of level attraction.
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4. Conclusions

In summary, we have studied the coupling phenomena between amagnonmode and a transmission anti-
resonance of a conventional cylindrical cavity. The effects of both level repulsion and level attraction have been
observed by controlling the coherent coupling and dissipative coupling in such a system.While level attraction
wasfirst observed in a specially designed 1DFabry–Perot-likemicrowave cavity, our results confirm that level
attraction is as ubiquitous as level repulsion in cavitymagnonic systems as predicted in [25]. By careful analysis,
in this paper we have revealed the distinguished signatures of coherent coupling and dissipative coupling in both
the line shape and phase evolution of themicrowave transmission. This knowledge is important in order to
explore hidden level attraction in other hybrid systems, particularly when dissipative coupling caused by
negative back-action is comparable to coherent coupling. Furthermore, like electromagnetically induced
transparency, where the coherent coupling renders amedium transparent within a narrow spectral range
around a broad transmission line, a similar pattern accompanied by a rapid phase change (giving rise to slow
light)has been also observed for dissipative coupling. As the phase evolution and hence the group velocity can be
well predicted by ourmodel, level attractionmay become a new avenue for producing slow light in cavity
photonic systems.

Figure 5. (a)Coupling strength g between the coupled anti-resonance andmagnon systemmeasured at different angles. Green and
blue dots respectively indicate the rangewhere level repulsion and attraction occur. The red dashed line describes sin 2q∣ ( )∣. The insert
shows a schematic picture of the experiment set-up. The YIG sphere is rotatedwithin the cavity 6 mm from the outer edge. (b) and (c)
Typical transmission spectramappings for the level repulsion at 45° and level attraction at 90°. Dashed lines in bothfigures are the
calculation results using equation (6).
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AppendixA.Dynamics of the coupled oscillators

In this section, wemathematically discuss a coupled system consisting of twomechanical oscillators (or
pendulums) (figure 1(a)) to clarify the dynamic properties of the anti-resonance in this kind of systems. If the
amplitudes of two oscillators, θ1 and θ2, are relatively small, then both of them can be treated as linear systems.
The equations ofmotion for them are:

g f
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¨ 2 2 e
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Here, γ1 and γ2 represent the damping rates of these two oscillators, respectively. g is the coupling strength
between them. f e tiw- is the alternating force applied on the first oscillator and normalized by itsmass. By solving
these equations and using the approximation (ω+ω1,2)≈2ω1,2, we can get the responses of these two
oscillators,R1(ω) andR2(ω), with respect to the driving force:
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Here,κ represents the coupling strength between the driven force and the first oscillator. This coupling effect
opens an additional dissipative channel for the first oscillator, and therefore enhances its damping rate. During
the derivation, we used a lumped damping rate γ1 to represent the total damping of the first oscillatorwhich
satisfies the relation γ1>κ.

By re-organizing the response functionR1(ω) for a strongly coupled case (g
2>(γ1−κ)γ2), we can get a

much conciser form:
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According to this new form, it is obvious to see thatR1(ω) reaches aminimumatω2 which is the uncoupled
frequency of the second oscillator. Actually, this frequency corresponds the anti-resonant frequency of this
coupled system. Strikingly, the intrinsic damping of the anti-resonance is exactly same as for the uncoupled
second oscillator. Thus, anti-resonance in this coupled system can be used to characterize dynamic properties of
the second oscillator. Additionally,κe is an equivalently extrinsic dampingwhich is frequency dependent and
results in the asymmetric line shape of the anti-resonance.

Appendix B. Parallel RLC circuit

Besides the anti-resonance in the coupled system, the parallel RLC circuit inmicrowave engineering is also
referred as anti-resonance [45]. Its impedance near the resonant frequency has the form:

Z
R

RC1 i2
. B.1in

0w w
=

+ -( )
( )

Here,R andC are the resistance and capacitance of the RLC circuit, respectively.ω0 is the resonant frequency,
and the impedance of this parallel RLC circuit reaches themaximumat this frequency. Note thatwe assume both
the current and voltage follow the formof e ti~ w- during the derivation. By using the ABCDmatrix, we can
calculate the transmission spectrumof the parallel RLC circuit as shown in thefigure 1(d), which has the form:
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κe andκin used here respectively represent the extrinsic damping from the ports and the intrinsic damping of
circuit which follow the forms of e Z C

1

4 0
k = and

RCin
1

2
k = . At the resonant frequency, transmission of parallel

circuit reaches theminimum,which indicates the incident signal is blocked by this circuit. Comparing the
transmission spectrum S21 with the response function of thefirst oscillatorR1(ω) in appendix A, exceptπ/2
phase difference, they have a similarlymathematical formwhich indicates these two types of anti-resonances
exhibit commondynamic properties, such as theminimal response and phase divewith the external excitation.
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